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Abstract
The purpose of the SIGIR 2019 workshop on Fairness, Accountability, Confidentiality, Transparency, and Safety (FACTS-IR) was to explore challenges in responsible information retrieval system development and deployment. To this end, the workshop aimed to crowdsource from the larger SIGIR community and draft an actionable research agenda on five key dimensions of responsible information retrieval: fairness, accountability, confidentiality, transparency, and safety. Such an agenda can guide others in the community that are interested in pursuing FACTS-IR research, as well as inform potential funders about relevant research avenues. The workshop brought together a diverse set of researchers and practitioners interested in contributing to the development of a technical research agenda for responsible information retrieval.

1 Introduction
Information retrieval (IR) systems and related technologies, such as search engines, recommender systems, and conversational assistants, are responsible for organizing, curating, and promoting most of the information that is being consumed today. Importantly, IR systems are not isolated systems: they reflect the content and interaction data used to develop them and their impact on the environments in which they operate. Indeed, IR systems connect people to information, shaping not only the information consumption patterns, but also the social interactions, affecting both what and who is more visible and when are they visible.
Recognition of the social and political implications of information retrieval goes back at least two decades (Friedman and Nissenbaum, 1996; Introna and Nissenbaum, 2000). More recent empirical evidence shows, for instance, that there are gaps in access to information across communities, in part due to the information needs of certain communities being less supported than those of others—often the more dominant communities (Goldman, 2005; Spini and Zimmer, 2008; Mehratra et al., 2017; Golebiewski and boyd, 2018; Stoica et al., 2018). As with other AI-driven technologies, IR systems are also under the influence of those that design, build, maintain or use them, embedding and amplifying their biases (Barocas and Selbst, 2016; Olteanu et al., 2019a; Baeza-Yates, 2018; Hutchinson and Mitchell, 2019). Failures of IR systems may not always be easily traceable (Sharchilev et al., 2018) and the extensive use of interaction logs may lead to undesirable leaking of sensitive, secret information (Yang et al., 2016). While users are now entitled to explanations of algorithmic decisions in certain parts of the world (EU, 2016), it is unclear how explanations, evidence trails and provenance might be communicated to the various user groups, and how such communications might change behaviors, and the quality, quantity, and nature of user interaction with IR systems (Dietvorst et al., 2015; Manjoo, 2015; Miller et al., 2017). Resilience to manipulation by external parties is also increasingly critical across a growing number of application scenarios (Wang et al., 2018).

Such fundamental issues concern all aspects of IR system development and deployment. Given the current ubiquitous use of a variety of IR systems, from web search to recommendation platforms to personal assistants, they have potentially wide-ranging impact—both positive and negative. We know that people are more likely to trust sources ranked higher in the search or recommendation results, but the recommendation or ranking criteria might optimize for the perceived user satisfaction, possibly at the expense of providing factual information (Schwarz and Morris, 2011; White, 2013). For consequential user tasks, such as those related to medical, educational, or financial outcomes, this raises concerns about potential harms, and what the right trade-offs might be.

Over the last years, a community has coalesced to address questions of fairness, accountability, transparency, ethics, and justice in machine learning and other computing systems. The FACTS-IR workshop aimed to give that discussion a home at SIGIR 2019 and provide an opportunity to highlight challenges specific to IR systems (Olteanu et al., 2019c).

1.1 Workshop Format

The FACTS-IR workshop aimed to both provide a venue for work-in-progress as well as identify gaps in the emerging technical work on responsible IR, including under-theorized and under-specified issues related to each of the five FACTS-IR focus areas, in order to create actionable technical research agendas for each of them. We supported these goals with a two-part program consisting of presentations (of both workshop submissions and invited talks) and breakout group discussions, as follows:

- **Morning:** The first part featured presentations, based on both the submissions accepted by our PC members, as well as invited talks on each of the 5 pillars of the workshop (described in Section 1.1.3).
- **Afternoon:** In the second part, the participants were organized in working groups and were tasked with articulating a research agenda aiming at identifying priorities for one
of the FACTS-IR topics.
Each part was organized around one of the 5 topical pillars, with the afternoon session collecting input for a community-driven research agenda on FACTS-IR topics, by answering the following questions for each of them: (1) Which topics? (topics selection and description) (2) Why does the topic matter? (3) How is it relevant for IR? (4) What are the main research questions around the topic? (5) What are the key challenges and obstacles? (6) How will this make an impact? On whom?

1.1.1 Paper & invited talks
We solicited submissions as both full (8-page) research papers and 2–4 page extended abstracts as position papers that address issues related to the five FACTS-IR topical pillars. The submissions we received primarily touched on two of the areas of interest (accountability and transparency) with a majority covering issues related to transparency in textual summarization, deriving global explanations through the aggregation of local explanations, understanding and explaining predictions from tree-based boosting ensembles, and making user bias explicit in fact checking tasks. Other submissions discussed efforts to understand and define fairness metrics in IR systems, including tasks like ranking and recommendations, as well as applications to judicial systems.

Further, to cover the remaining focus areas, the workshop featured additional short presentations by academic and industry practitioners who are leaders in the FACTS research areas. The paper proceedings are available at (Olteanu et al., 2019b), and listed below along with the invited talks:

Fairness
• (Talk) Preethi Lahoti (MPI-INF) – Operationalizing Individual Fairness for Algorithmic Decision Making
• (Paper) Alex Beutel, Jilin Chen, Tulsee Doshi, Hai Qian, Li Wei, Yi Wu, Lukasz Heldt, Zhe Zhao, Lichan Hong, Ed H. Chi, and Cristos Goodrow (Google) – Fairness in Recommendation Ranking through Pairwise Comparisons

Accountability
• (Talk) Maria Panteli (BBC Datalab) – Accountability and Recommendation Systems at BBC
• (Paper) Anubrata Das, Kunjan Mehta, and Matthew Lease (University of Texas at Austin) – CobWeb: A Research Prototype for Exploring User Bias in Political Fact-Checking

Transparency
• (Talk) Krisztian Balog (University of Stavanger & Google) – Questions around Transparency in Information Retrieval
• (Paper) Joris Baan, Maartje ter Hoeve (University of Amsterdam), Marlies van der Wees, Anne Schuth (De Persgroep, Amsterdam), and Maarten de Rijke (University of Amsterdam) – Do Transformer Attention Heads Provide Transparency in Abstractive Summarization?
• (Paper) Ana Lucic (University of Amsterdam), Hinda Haned (Ahold Delhaize), and Maarten de Rijke (University of Amsterdam) – Explaining Predictions from Tree-based Boosting Ensembles
• (Paper) Ilse van der Linden (University of Amsterdam), Hinda Haned (Ahold Delhaize), and Evangelos Kanoulas (University of Amsterdam) – Global Aggregations of Local Explanations for Black Box models
Confidentiality
• (Talk) Mahmoud F. Sayed (University of Maryland) – *Search Among Sensitive Content*
• (Paper) Graham McDonald, Craig Macdonald, and Iadh Ounis (University of Glasgow) – *The FACTS of Technology-Assisted Sensitivity Review*

Safety & Ethics
• (Talk) Pierre-Nicolas Schwab (RTBF) – *AI, Ethics, and Information*

1.1.2 The How: Breakout groups
The afternoon segment of the workshop consisted of focused discussions to articulate new research agendas and identify open problems in the FACTS-IR space, which we organized into working groups. The goal of each working group was the formulation of in-depth, concrete research agendas for each of the five areas, as well as the identification of potential tensions between them.

Working groups consisted of 3–6 participants, with participants voting and volunteering for one of the proposed topics, on a first come-first served basis.

1.1.3 The What: Proposed topics
The FACTS-IR workshop covered five key areas of focus, building on the responsible IR agenda articulated in the SWIRL report (Allan et al., 2018):
• **Fair IR**: the IR system should avoid discrimination across people and communities. To do so the notion of fairness should be contextual and well-grounded in the application, problem, and domain. Achieving fairness may be further complicated by the multi-stakeholder nature of most IR systems.
• **Accountable IR**: the IR system should be able to justify its recommendations or actions to users and other stakeholders, as well as be reliable at all times. This requires an understanding of the potential harms of using the system and of who is more likely to be affected. It also requires recourse avenues and processes for redress.
• **Confidential IR**: the output or actions of the IR system should not reveal secrets. IR systems often combine extensive behavioral logs to model their users, which if not properly handled can result in unintended leakage of information.
• **Transparent IR**: the IR system should be able to explain to users and other interested stakeholders why and how the suggested results were obtained. Providing proper explanations may require answering who the users and the stakeholders are. More broadly, the IR systems should be able to enable third parties to monitor and probe that the systems behave as expected.
• **Safe IR**: The IR system should be resilient to manipulation by possible adversarial parties, and should not expose the users to undesirable, harmful content.

Before the workshop (and inspired by the paper presentations and invited talks), the organizers identified possible sub-topics for each of the pillar topics listed above, which the participants volunteered for. In addition, before asking the participants to select one of these sub-topics, we solicited feedback on the proposed sub-topics; one outcome of this exercise was to add an additional sub-topic under the **Confidential IR** pillar, dubbed *Data biases in sensitive information*. The final sub-topics are listed below:

**Fair IR**
(1) Auditing IR systems for fairness
2 Seven FACTS-IR Topics Worked Out

Out of a total 14 proposed sub-topics for the breakout groups, based on participants voting preferences, 7 sub-topics were selected for the afternoon working groups to focus on, including two from the Fair-IR pillar, two from the Confidential-IR pillar, two from the Transparent-IR, while the last break-out group topic combined two sub-topics from the Safe-IR and the Accountable-IR pillars focused on harms, namely Harms in IR Systems. The selected sub-topics are emphasised in the list above, and detailed in this section as separate sub-sections.

2.1 Fair-IR Metrics and Definitions

Although fairness is arguably the basis of democratic societies, there is no one-fits-all definition of fairness—this also holds for Fair-IR. It is difficult to guarantee fairness in IR systems without measuring it, and it is difficult to measure fairness without a clear definition. Fairness is also multi-dimensional (similar to relevance), being dependent on the domain, time (follows standards of morality), context, topic, and stakeholder (users, society, company). These lead to challenges in developing theories that can inform how tools that can identify and correct bias should be built, and in understanding the associated trade-offs between exposure and impact for each such tool. Maybe the most important obstacles are the general lack of standards and data, as well as the costs.

2.1.1 Why is it important?

As our world becomes increasingly present online, so do our biases, inequalities, and historical gaps through the information we upload and consume on the Internet. While information retrieval systems are crucial in providing rapid access to information, they unfortunately also encode and sometimes amplify such gaps (e.g., in the way we perceive gender, race, political content, and so on).
Fairness, as seen in recent Computer Science literature, does not have a one-size-fits-all definition, but it is context dependent: what is personalization in one case, may be unequal access to opportunities in another. For that reason, we strive to operationalize the concept of fairness depending on the application, to come up with definitions and tools that help us identify the issues at stake, and to build systems that are inherently fairer.

2.1.2 How is this relevant to IR?

Information retrieval deals with the storage, organization, and retrieval of information. As such, it can implicitly encode existing biases, such as representation bias based on what information is available as well as bias that may inadvertently result from the technical decisions regarding information storage. Moreover, ranking systems may be prone to amplifying existing biases (for example, position bias can contribute to a rich-get-richer phenomenon), while recommender systems can lead to self-fuelling filter bubbles, contributing to growing societal biases.

Since IR systems have such prolific roles in our modern society by governing access to a wide range of information, they can impact human decision making as well as influence the health of our society. Thus, fairness in IR systems becomes of utmost importance for ensuring equal treatment and chances for individual and groups to access information and to gain exposure.

As IR systems by design aggregate massive datasets, measurements over such datasets provide us with the opportunity to discover large-scale inequality and also mitigate discrimination through re-designing our systems. The development of fair IR measures will provide tools to better inform policy makers about such issues and help practitioners to adhere to ethical, legal, and policy obligations established by governments.

2.1.3 Proposed research directions

To define what is fair is an ethical issue and a complex, context-dependent problem. As there is no one-fits-all definition, we aim to illustrate the different contexts in which being fair is crucial and their respective challenges. Fairness is domain dependent because what is fair in one domain may not be fair in another. For example, when presenting information about political parties during election time, we may consider it fair to provide an equal opportunity to each party to present their political agenda. However, when presenting scientific information, we may consider fair to provide always first the most updated version of some requested theory.

Fairness is time dependent because notions of ethics and fairness change as society changes (e.g., discrimination of minorities that in the past was not seen as a problem). Fair policies may embed a time variable in their formulation as they are required to change overtime in order to adjust for historical discrimination, e.g., obligatory quotas for historically discriminated groups.

Fairness is stakeholder dependent because what is fair for one stakeholder may not be fair for another. For example, in e-commerce services, customers would like to have recommended the best products with the lowest price, the e-commerce owners would like to sell the best products with the highest margins, while the producers would like to sell their product against the competition. Moreover, stakeholders may have various levels of abstractions, they can focus on an individual, group of people, or the society. Each of these levels may demand different definitions of fairness which may pose different trade-offs.
One of the main challenges in defining fair-IR measures is to include part, if not all, of these dimensions into their definitions. Other challenges include: the discovering and identification of biases and discrimination in IR systems; the definition of test collections based on identified and established real use-cases; the quantification of the impact of a fairness aware IR system; the identification of the risks and values of fairness, like the analysis of the trade-off between differential treatment versus disparate impact in various contexts such as hiring, lending, criminal justice system, etc.

2.1.4 Key challenges and obstacles

Fairness-aware measures are inherently related to the definition of fairness, which is acknowledged to be a multidisciplinary problem. Different parties will need to be involved in the process of identifying different definitions of fairness and making those definitions operational through computable measurements. We envisage collaborations between computer scientists, policymakers, social scientists, and lawyers, among others, to overcome this challenge.

Fairness can be seen as a desirable aspect of IR systems, which is complementary to other aspects typically considered in their evaluation, such as effectiveness or efficiency. How to combine fairness-aware measures with other evaluation dimensions is, however, still an under-explored problem.

As in other evaluation dimensions (e.g., there is no consensus on a single metric to evaluate effectiveness of an IR system), it is expected to see a variety of fairness measures. We will therefore need meta-evaluation frameworks to help researchers and practitioners in this area identifying which set of measures is the most appropriate to be used in a given scenario (e.g., optimizing fairness for a group versus optimizing fairness for each individual).

2.1.5 Impact

The development of tools, as measures and protocols of analysis, will assist researchers and practitioners in the detection and mitigation of biases and discrimination in IR systems. The detection and mitigation of biases in IR systems will positively impact the expected experience of under-represented or discriminated communities.

This research will inform policy makers to determine (1) policies and procedures to guarantee fairness of algorithms (including IR models) and (2) controls to support the implementation of these policies and procedures. It can also lead to improved decision making.

2.2 Build Fair-IR

In addition to determining which are the competing definitions and metrics for fairness in IR and selecting those that are most appropriate for a given scenario, building Fair-IR systems also requires an understanding of when to intervene, how to intervene, what information to provide to users, as well as of key trade-offs that need to be made.

2.2.1 Why is it important?

IR systems are the primary tools people use to access information. Hence, they could have a significant effect in changing, for instance, the way people think and the decisions they make; reshaping the society as a result. These aspects are also discussed in more detail in §2.1.2.
2.2.2 **How is this relevant to IR?**

Information retrieval, as a field, focuses on retrieving, ranking, understanding and presenting information to end users, with a potentially wide-ranging impact. Therefore, as also argued in the prior subsection §2.1, fairness should be a primary focus when building IR systems.

2.2.3 **Proposed research directions**

When attempting to answer how one can build Fair-IR systems, we argue that there are a few key requirements and questions that have to be addressed, including: (1) The need for new, improved rankings that are based on fairer algorithms, which raises unique challenges that are specific to ranking, and requires understanding which protected attributes might be query dependent; (2) How to determine what metrics to optimise for, in order to achieve fairness (in terms of a variety of measurements like equal exposure or diversity) with respect to both the users for which the content is being surfaced and rendered, as well as the items or web pages that are being ranked? It is also important here to scrutinize if the metrics are and remain fair in expectation, given that, for instance, protected attributes may change over time. (3) Establishing when and where intervention should take place in an IR system pipeline (pre-processing versus in-processing versus post-processing), including how to account for complex IR systems that consist of multiple subsystems (fairness in ranking versus re-ranking), and how to account for often limited training data with respect to sensitive attributes. (4) The need for fairer user interfaces for IR systems that might need to balance between transparency versus fairness, an aspect that has been largely overlooked. (5) Understanding possible exploration versus exploitation trade-off, particularly in the case of personalization, including understanding how to minimize the reliance on “click” data that might be coming from unfair systems.

2.2.4 **Key challenges and obstacles**

Fairness in IR (and recommender systems) has received comparably less research attention than in classifier settings. In part, this appears to be due to the unique challenges it raises, on top of the challenges already present in more general machine learning fairness settings. For example, outputs are often a ranked list of limited size rather than independent binary actions, results are personalized which could touch upon demographics, the number of items to recommend is often very large, and the system affects multiple stakeholders (both consumers and producers). Likewise, there are also unique opportunities to show multiple items at a time, as well as the possibility of getting multiple opportunities to make recommendations over time. We believe understanding and exploring the unique properties of IR systems is crucial to making progress towards Fair IR. Development of fairness metrics must likewise take into account these unique facets of IR applications.

There are also numerous technical challenges in actually incorporating fairness in IR systems. One significant challenge is that these systems are typically trained on user feedback, which is often only observed over previous recommendations. Given the inherent sparsity of user feedback data over large item spaces, the designers of these systems should be mindful of their recall, as well as of possible explorations in order to be able to effectively evaluate and train future systems.

Second, there is the question of how to architect recommender and ranking systems to incorporate fairness. Traditionally, there has been a debate between using pre-processing
(modifying training data or representations), in-processing (model or loss function changes), or post-processing (changing results after model predictions). This is significantly complicated by the fact that production systems often are composed of numerous models and decision systems that together produce the end ranking. Where in this larger system to incorporate fairness mechanisms is an open question. Last, the system designer also controls the user interface by which users receive these recommendations, and should be mindful of how that interface can influence fairness.

There could also be limitations due to data availability. For example, we often do not directly observe the sensitive attributes, and this can be exacerbated by some of these attributes being contextual in nature. Knowing the sensitive attributes might be sometimes possible during training, but this is even more rare while serving users. In offline evaluation and testing on public datasets, we might also be limited by data collection biases (often from a previous IR system) and thus cannot properly evaluate how a system would perform if deployed in the future.

More philosophically, because there are often multiple stakeholders interacting with the IR system, user fairness and item fairness may be in tension. This creates a challenge of how to prioritize one stakeholder or another.

2.2.5 Impact

Publicly, a fair IR system enhances social fairness in an ethical viewpoint. First, by increasing the exposure of under-represented groups, it encourages opportunities of such groups. Second, it can also be useful for avoiding social problems, such as filter bubbles or the echo chambers (Resnick et al., 2013; Flaxman et al., 2016).

A fair IR system can also arbitrate between different stakeholders. For example, in job-searching scenario, job-applicants should be equally exposed in the search results returned to employers, irrelevant to their sensitive attributes.

2.3 Information Leakage Scenarios

Our discussion on information leakage scenarios focuses on the identification of, and protection against, content leakage, i.e., the leakage of sensitive or confidential information that is supplied by a content provider. It does not address, for example, how to secure the information about users that is captured by the system’s log files through the course of using the system. Information leakage can occur both at the system level or through a user’s actions as part of the broader system. Safeguarding against information leakage typically consists of:

1. Identifying what needs to be protected, what is content and what are the levels of protection, including:
   (a) entire collections, entire documents or passages of text;
   (b) models or aspects thereof; and
   (c) known unknowns.

2. Formalizing how to protect sensitive or confidential information, e.g., through
   (a) technology-assisted help for humans to identify sensitive content;
   (b) the implementation of confidentiality-aware end user search;
   (c) private information retrieval protocols;
(d) differential privacy for test collection release or multi-level security (such as role based access);  
(e) cleaning up human leakage (such as finding all copies of leaked information); and  
(f) mosaicing protection (protect against inference).
(3) Characterizing the limits of the protection, e.g.,  
(a) designing an evaluation framework for assessing the level of protection, e.g. penetration testing, red team-blue team, etc.; and  
(b) learning from other fields such as cybersecurity, game theory, and spam filtering.
(4) Learning from possible mistakes, e.g., to identify best practices.

2.3.1 Why is it important?

The IR community has made important progress in developing technologies that allow us to gain access to, aggregate, analyse and infer information and meaning about people, events, organizations, etc. However, the success of modern day search engines and IR technologies more broadly, is also limiting the amount of information that is made available to be searched. Search engines typically assume that all material that is available to them should be findable. However, an important fraction of the potentially storable words generated in the world in a day are generated in settings in which it simply is not practical to segregate appropriately findable content from sensitive content that requires protection. Examples include personal email, corporate intranets, communication between government entities, recorded teleconferences, and words spoken in the presence of a recording device (such as mobile phones or smart IoT devices).

As a result, document collections that contain potentially sensitive information are either not made available to the public at all or they require an expensive and time-consuming review to identify and protect all of the sensitive information before the collection can be considered for release. Developing IR technologies to identify and protect sensitive information, and methods for identifying and combating the leakage of such sensitive information, will enable a greater level of access to collections that have a risk of containing sensitive information. The IR community may ultimately approach a tipping point at which tasks that can be investigated without addressing concerns regarding sensitive information would become the minority. Indeed, some more recent IR tasks deal almost exclusively with sensitive content—for example, consider eDiscovery and technology-assisted sensitivity review (Grossman and Cormack, 2010; Oard et al., 2010; McDonald et al., 2018).

2.3.2 How is this relevant to IR?

There are at least four ways in which the information retrieval community can make essential contributions in this space. At the most basic level, identifying sensitive information can be cast as a classification problem; and text classification, in particular, has been of longstanding interest to information retrieval researchers. At a higher level, modern information retrieval systems are designed to optimize performance on some given task, and finding relevant content that is not sensitive among other sensitive content (and vice versa) can be seen as such a task.

At an even higher level, information retrieval addresses challenging tasks that exceed the capabilities of machines alone through the design of synergistic interactive “systems” that leverage both human and computing abilities. Automatically classifying and removing sensitive information from document collections such that the collections can be safely searched,
or responsively searching for disclosable content that is intermixed with sensitive content, are two examples of tasks that are within today’s digital landscape and are becoming increasingly necessary.

At the highest level, information retrieval seeks to help people satisfy their information needs, and strong demand signals are already evident for some tasks, such as searching for evidence in lawsuits (i.e., “eDiscovery”) and in governmental sensitivity review (e.g., to satisfy “freedom of information” obligations). Additional personal, corporate, and societal applications are likely to emerge over the coming years.

Sensitive information can exist within many content scopes that an IR system often need to process, e.g., individual passages of text, whole documents or entire collections. Moreover, sensitive information might not be explicit, it might be revealed by the ranking or classification models that comprise an IR system, or aspects of those models such as generated log data. There are, therefore, many new IR challenges that are to be addressed to enable the identification, and appropriate handling, of sensitive information for each of these content scopes.

### 2.3.3 Proposed research directions

We can identify four main lines of work that together would enable the creation of systems that can effectively handle sensitive information. The first is to determine what must be protected. This might be a document, a part of a document, or an inference that could be made given access to (parts of) several documents. Of these, the inference problem is the one that would be the greatest “stretch goal” for information retrieval research.

The second line of work would be on architectures for managing the search process. Protect-then-search and search-then-protect architectures are already in use for specialized tasks and such architectures can provide useful starting points, but there may also be advantages to jointly modeling relevance and sensitivity in some settings. It is worth noting that we must protect sensitive content not just from disclosure to the searcher, but also from disclosure to the search engine. This later task is the domain of the currently active research area known as “Private Information Retrieval.”

The third line of work is to characterize the limits of the protection that can be afforded to sensitive content. Here there is a long heritage of evaluation-driven information retrieval research, but new evaluation measures, and perhaps also new approaches to evaluation, will be needed. For example, there may be requirements on the amount or nature of sensitive information for which disclosure could be risked, or quantification of how much information might be leaked in a worst case scenario.

Finally, when the information retrieval research meets practice, there will also be research needed on the design of policy frameworks that can help balance risks and benefits in ways that best leverage evolving technical capabilities, as well as on how best to identify and mitigate the consequences of unmodeled phenomena that could result in the unintended disclosure of sensitive content.

### 2.3.4 Key challenges and obstacles

Perhaps the most fundamental challenge will be the identification of sensitive and/or confidential content. Sensitivity is often not merely topical. Just as information retrieval research has evolved beyond a sole focus on topicality to encompass information characteristics such as freshness, veracity and intelligibility, sensitivity classification needs to be able to identify
characteristics of information beyond the well codified criteria of sensitive information categories used in fields such as medicine or financial data. Sensitivity classification needs to respect personal and contextual definitions of sensitivity that distinguish among users with different search goals, and the context in which the information was created. For example, information that is protected through freedom of information laws is often defined by broad-ranging categories with descriptions such as “information that would damage the international relations of a country,” and making such a determination calls for understanding the source of the information, the context in which it was created or in which it is expected to be made available, and other nuances.

Adversarial behaviour, including collusion among multiple adversaries, will need to be addressed in some settings. For example, evaluation methods (such as algorithm deposit) that are suitable for use with truly sensitive content will need to provide assurances that facts about the collection can not be signalled through patterns in the evaluation results. As noted above, inference risks (which have been referred to as “information mosaicking” e.g., (Pozen, 2005)) will also demand consideration in some settings. Attention to the human element will be important as well. In particular, transparency and accountability will be key enablers for the adoption of new technical capabilities as they emerge. For example, in certain contexts, sensitivity classifiers need to align with legal and ethical frameworks to ensure that any actions that result from sensitivity classification predictions are lawful and fair.

2.3.5 Impact

The potential for impact extends well beyond the tasks such as privilege review in eDiscovery or sensitivity review for government documents that have been “early adopters” of this new technology. There are many user groups that could benefit from research on sensitive information leakage. For example, social scientists, historians and journalists are impacted by current access restrictions that are placed on document collections that have a sensitivity risk. Addressing the IR challenges associated with sensitive information could alleviate some of these restrictions and, in doing so, benefit society as a whole. Moreover, being able to provide a level of confidence that IR systems can effectively identify and handle sensitive information appropriately would positively impact individuals or organisations who would be adversely affected by the inadvertent release of their sensitive information.

In summary, by better protecting sensitive content we can, somewhat paradoxically, make more information available and searchable. The World Wide Web has shown us that if we make it possible for people to find the information they want, content providers will beat a path to our door. All that remains to do if we wish to unlock the potential of intermixed content (some of which is sensitive and some of which is valuable) or provide robust mechanisms for publicly releasing ‘cleaned’ versions of document collections that contain intermixed content at creation time, is to develop IR systems that can effectively identify and protect sensitive content while providing access to the content that is not sensitive; and convince potential content providers that we are able to do so.

2.4 Data Biases in Sensitive Information

Information retrieval research has also long dealt with various issues in the quality and availability of data; the complexity of these challenges only increase with the kinds of data
needed to study and audit IR systems with respect to social concerns, including fairness, accountability, and safety. One reason is the increased sensitivity of some of this data. Studying fairness, for example, often requires sensitive information such as membership in protected classes (gender, race, religion, etc.) in order to identify discrimination against particular groups.

Key challenges and questions include: (1) How do we educate student researchers, computational modelers, public data users, and other relevant stakeholders about data issues? (2) How do we evaluate the sensitive data itself? (3) How do we encourage and support research on such data? (4) How do we safeguard, release, and use sensitive data? (5) How do we encourage social science grounding of data? (6) How do we use diverse forms of data effectively in study design?

2.4.1 Why is it important?

Biases in sensitive data can affect different demographics and stakeholders differently. If sensitive data is collected or available at higher rates for certain groups of users (e.g., medical data about adult cancer patients), that may put them at greater risk in case of leakage or misplacement. Conversely, due to privacy concerns sensitive data might be collected at lower rates for other groups of users (e.g., medical data about children with cancer), which may result in sub-optimal decision making in some application domains. Such biases are also critical in the context of the debate about audits and fair algorithms that could require in certain instances access to such sensitive information in order to assess if, for instance, a system offers the same quality of service for users with different characteristics. Data and systems can have a circular feedback loop, where bias in the data results in biased system performance, which induces further biases in the data collected from its users. Understanding biases in the context of IR data in general, and sensitive information in particular, is thus critical.

2.4.2 How is this relevant to IR?

People are applying fairness and bias approaches to IR problems now, or using IR approaches in ways that impact the world in more far reaching ways than have been previously considered. As emphasized throughout this section, IR technologies are being used far beyond their original scope and we have a responsibility to ensure that these applications are not exacerbating existing social problems or creating new ones as a result of their data, particularly unexamined biases that this data may contain.

Acquiring data is a crucial part to evaluating IR systems: if evaluation data has biases, the evaluation will be flawed—data driven analysis is king! Sensitive scenarios in which we use past user behavior and query logs may surface this data in ways that can be problematic (leakage), and how we leak may reflect data biases or have more harmful consequences. All this adds additional dimensions to the issues the IR community already wrestles with, especially issues that are fraught ethically and legally. Given IR’s focus on evaluation, we would benefit from a more nuanced understanding of the many ways bias and artificiality can enter in our work.

---

1We use the term *artificiality* to distinguish between data reflecting naturally occurring phenomena and data shaped, manipulated or artificially produced by humans or systems with a given goal.
2.4.3 Proposed research directions

There are several key research directions that we believe the community should consider. One direction regards the evaluation of sensitive data, whether that data is found, synthetic, or a mix of both. Specifically, for synthetic and found data collections, and the “semi-synthetic” middle spectrum, how do we evaluate these collections and assess their biases and the subsequent impact on our work? This applies both to research work — running studies to understand system behavior — and to the development and deployment of the IR systems themselves.

Another question is to understand protection schemes for sensitive data: beyond best practices for effective custodial care and handling, how do we encourage people to work on these important problems and datasets, and yet effectively understand and appreciate the risks? How can the community nurture and support this work rather than just identifying and penalizing errors?

We also need a deeper and more nuanced understanding, with taxonomies and theories, of the many diverse ways bias or artificiality can enter in our study or system designs (Olteanu et al., 2019a; Baeza-Yates, 2018).

The field also needs research on how to proactively address potential harms that we may not yet know how to handle or even identify. Research on fairness, accountability, and transparency is building an ever-expanding set of tools for measuring and correcting biases that we know to look for, but techniques for preempting potential current and future biases that may not yet be on the community’s radar are not nearly as well developed or understood. Thus, current efforts that ground the discovery and exploration of biases in prior literature in social sciences (including psychology, linguistics, sociology, and economics), are critical to identifying new biases and mechanisms to quantify and track them, and should be expanded.

Finally, we also believe educational efforts are critical here, specifically how to effectively educate both the community and the public about these issues. One direction could be efforts similar with the translation or application tutorials at FAT* that aim to explain issues around data biases in the context of sensitive information, and that expose participants to relevant case studies. In any case, we need training to teach IR researchers best practices for using such data in their research; practitioner’s methods for measuring and mitigating the effects of data biases on the systems they build; and to inform the public in understanding more accurately the ways in which IR systems, their underlying data, and society interact.

2.4.4 Key challenges and obstacles

There are quite a few challenges that this agenda needs to overcome. These include:

1. issues with accessing data (that might be sensitive, confidential, about protected groups, and proprietary) in order to support research;
2. providing adequate education, such as for students (especially machine learning) without experience in collecting and analyzing sensitive data;
3. data issues (real, synthetic, and everything in-between) in study design have important effects on research and practical impact on IR systems, yet are messy, complicated, and often unappreciated by researchers, reviewers, and funders; and
4. misrepresentation in data collections likely has a disproportionate impact on groups who tend to be already underrepresented and marginalized, being reflective of existing societal exclusions.
2.4.5 Impact

We believe more research in this area will provide the basis for new and improved guidelines for the next generation of researchers in their increased work with various sorts of sensitive data.

Users of IR systems, and society in general, will benefit from better information science and the ability to build better systems that are less influenced by the biases that creep from society through their training and evaluation data. We will be able to more accurately hold the developers and operators of IR tools accountable for the effects of their system because of more accurate data and methods for assessing those impacts, while implementing appropriate safeguards for handling sensitive data.

Finally, a more nuanced and accurate understanding of the validity and bias issues in the selection and use of data, particularly sensitive data, will improve the quality (and hopefully quantity) of research in this space.

2.5 Build Transparent-IR

When attempting to build transparent-IR, the key questions are: What is the purpose of transparency? Can we fundamentally redefine methods to make them transparent without sacrificing efficiency and violating user privacy? How can we quantitatively evaluate transparency both intrinsically and extrinsically?

2.5.1 Why is it important?

Currently, there is huge distrust of automated decision making systems in society. Transparency is a way to repair the growing distrust, and can be achieved in different ways, including through providing explanations as to why a system gave a certain recommendation, or by making explicit to the end-users what type of data the system is collecting and/or using for these recommendations. With effective transparency, systems will become auditable and users will be able to find errors, as well as learn how to use these systems better in order to obtain the content they seek.

There are also growing legal structures (e.g., General Data Protection Regulation in Europe, known as GDPR) whose impact on automated systems needs to be researched.

2.5.2 How is this relevant to IR?

IR systems are globally used tools accessed by the majority of the world’s population. Their impact is only growing further with the increasing proliferation of systems that rank objects relative to some form of user need (e.g. recommender systems).

The field of information retrieval has decided what documents users see for over 20 years. This gives a huge test case of the impact of algorithmic decision making on society and how transparency may help. Did IR foster fake news?

2.5.3 Proposed research directions

We need to determine the purpose of transparency: for instance, in some application areas, the purpose is to be actionable, to allow users to change the outcome; in others, it is knowing
why, which might affect the system down the line. For users, the purpose of transparency may vary based on context or domain, or we may even require personalised transparency.

We believe there is a need to create models of transparency and develop methods to present them to the users. The models of transparency may vary depending on the purpose of transparency, and their presentation method is dependent on the modality of the system (e.g., text-based versus audio-only search systems).

Both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation methodologies need to be established in order to test the effectiveness of systems that support transparency. Quantifiable metrics will need to be defined in order to determine the utility of the methods and also facilitate reproducibility.

2.5.4 Key challenges and obstacles

Requiring genuine transparency may limit the array of methods that can or cannot be used (e.g., neural approaches to learning). Other downsides of transparency might include trade-offs, lower accuracy, slower algorithms, and, consequently, lower trust in the system or decreased overall user satisfaction.

Businesses do not always have the incentives to be fully transparent about the intricacies of their systems, as that might negatively impact their business. In such a case, the challenge is to identify ways in which various models of transparency can be beneficial to their business.

Quantifying transparency is also a major challenge, and evaluating transparency and its impact will likely need to be task and domain specific.

Finally, privacy might be an obstacle, as there might a tension between ensuring privacy and providing explanations. Some explanations may reveal too much personal information and conflict, for instance, with the right to be forgotten (Rosen, 2011; Veale et al., 2018a,b).

2.5.5 Impact

The extent of IR and recommender systems means that allowing transparency will empower both users and content providers to understand how the systems that they use operate. It would not be an overstatement to say that this will and has already affected the world. Organizations that operate such systems will be trusted more, as these organizations will become accountable.

The realization of such work can only occur through the collaboration of computer science and other research fields. The act of collaborating will itself have an impact on the individual research fields, transforming them into social-technical research domains.

2.6 Transparency Dimensions

Obtaining transparency in information retrieval research and applications could benefit from building a stronger theoretical and methodological foundation. Several transparency dimensions could be explored and some of the core challenges in achieving this goal are summarised below.

2.6.1 Why is it important?

Transparency is important because people should be informed about the mechanisms underlying the automated consequential decision-making that impacts their everyday lives. Furthermore, transparency is necessary in order to address other ethical considerations, such as
fairness and accountability. Research on transparency in IR has a wide range of motivations and applications; hence the need for academic consensus on the dimensions of transparency.

### 2.6.2 How is this relevant to IR?

As highlighted earlier, information retrieval is about connecting people to information. This should include information about the decision-making process of information retrieval systems. Additionally, the insights provided by increased transparency of our IR systems could help to further improve them.

### 2.6.3 Proposed research directions

An important challenge is to strengthen the theoretical and methodological foundation of research on transparency in IR. In order to build a theoretical foundation, the dimensions of transparency need to be explored. For this, a key question is how to formalize definitions, components and criteria for transparency. Contributions to the methodological foundation should focus on methods and metrics for evaluating transparency. We are not necessarily advocating for a universal approach – given the variety of use cases we recognize this might not be feasible. Nonetheless, it would be useful to have a more concrete set of approaches that can be applied in various settings.

In addition to these main challenges, we need to bear in mind the intention is to provide humans with insights. User experience should be taken into account to assures transparency in IR is useful and relevant. This includes both the user experience of end users and developers, and entails assessing usefulness and relevance for multiple applications of transparency (e.g., promoting user trust, discovering bias, generating explanations, improving systems).

Open research questions include:

- How can we formalize the definitions, components and criteria for transparency?
- What methods and metrics can be developed for evaluating transparency?
- How can we design user experiments to most effectively evaluate transparency?
- How can you promote transparency in all steps of the development and deployment pipeline (e.g., intentions of data collection, defining the constraints of problem)?
- How can you use agency to drive transparency, and transparency to drive agency?
- How can you give agency to both the users and creators of deployed systems in order to drive transparency?
- How can you use transparency in order to provide agency to users of systems so they can make informed decisions about how they interact with these systems?
- What are the most effective algorithms for generating various types of explanations?
- How does the way you present an explanation affect the user experience of transparency?
- What kind of explanations best promote user trust in a system?
- How can transparency be used to ensure ethical considerations of a system are adequate (e.g., discovering unfairness or bias, understand which inputs led to an observed output)?

### 2.6.4 Key challenges and obstacles

There are two main challenges. The first is the formalization of the topic of research; this includes consensus on the definitions, components and criteria for transparency in information
retrieval systems. The second is in evaluation, where we encourage contributions on methods and metrics for evaluating transparency for various users and applications.

2.6.5 Impact

The overall field of research on transparency in IR will mature from contributions to the theoretical and methodological foundations. Transparency of information retrieval systems will impact anyone who builds, deploys or uses IR systems. It can provide insight in algorithmic decision-making, increase user trust, and give control to the users that are affected by the system. It can also help developers query for weak spots, avoid potential harm due to malfunction, manipulation or bias, and comply to regulations. Lastly, it can bolster research on information retrieval by increasing the understanding of our systems.

2.7 Harms in IR Systems

We believe that deliberations about harms in IR systems should delve into several key issues, including: (1) what is harm and what types of harm exist in IR systems? (2) what is the relation between harmfulness and other topics in the FACTS space? (3) how can we measure harm in a generalizable way? (4) what is ethical and legal in terms of interventions in this problem space? (5) when trying to prevent harms, how much operational freedom should the system have and how much agency should it leave to its users?

2.7.1 Why is it important?

Many users interact with information systems daily. While the benefits of broad access to knowledge and information are undeniable, we have been observing evidence of harmful offline impact that online systems have on societies as well as individuals and their mental and physical well-being. By now, research has uncovered a number of problems that fall under this umbrella. Those problems include but are not limited to misinformation, disinformation, public opinion manipulation, technology addiction, or exposure to sensitive or objectionable content such as violence, aggression or pornography.

2.7.2 How is this relevant to IR?

IR systems mediate access to information and thus have the power to shape people’s knowledge and beliefs. This knowledge and beliefs in turn indirectly impact people’s behaviors and actions. Such influence over their users makes IR systems a potential source of safety and harm concerns discussed in the previous section. Exposing users to harmful content could diminish their trust and as a result inhibit future acceptance and deployment of IR technology.

2.7.3 Proposed research directions

There are two important and relevant research themes. The first theme concerns the understanding and measurement of harm. We need to understand what types of harms exist in IR systems, what constitutes harmful content, and how it may influence users in the real world. Once harms are understood, we moreover need to design reliable and generalizable measurement techniques allowing us to trace the effects of harmful content outside of IR
systems in various contexts and domains. Lastly, we think it is crucial to better understand the interplay between harmfulness and other problems in the FACTS-IR space. For instance, can search results be ever harmful but fair? Reversely, can they be harmless but unfair?

The second research theme concerns the ethics and legality of interventions in this problem space. To what extent can and should an IR system results be modified to prevent harms? Who should decide this and how much agency should users have? How do we make sure the interventions do not cause new and unpredicted harms?

### 2.7.4 Key challenges and obstacles

We expect the key challenges in this research area to closely follow the most exciting research directions and revolve around the difficulties of pinpointing and measuring harms, as well as the ethical and legal constraints. We believe harms are highly contextual and dependent on the specifics of a given domain and life situations of the individuals involved. This contextual and individual complexity will not only directly contribute to the challenge of understanding harms, but also to the potential difficulty of gaining wide public acceptance of the proposed solutions. Accountability and data tracing in the context of harm analysis might lead to potential tensions with regulations such as GDPR, which requires explicit user consent for new uses of data. Furthermore, mitigating harms in high-stakes domains, such as politics, will expose us to hard normative choices which should not be made by technologists themselves but in collaboration with domain experts and ethicists.

Last but not least, measurement of real-world harms will face the obstacle of a proper experimental design. Monitoring harms might require conducting longitudinal studies with all their associated challenges, such as finding adequate participants and controlling for plethora of confounding factors. The latter obstacle will also play a role in studies that try to correlate offline harms with IR system interactions, given that negative effects might manifest themselves long after a user is exposed to an IR system.

### 2.7.5 Impact

We predict that work in this space will have an impact on multiple stakeholders. First, those consuming the results produced by IR systems are influenced by the information they are exposed to. For instance, search results in the health domain may cause harm when a user searching for symptoms and conditions is not exposed to all the relevant information and as a result decides not to seek a necessary treatment. Reversely, exposure to too much information in the health domain may trigger unnecessary anxiety. In the political space, a skewed information consumption makes it easy for adversarial actors to manipulate their audiences. While these effects may occur a long time after a user interacts with a system, we believe that IR systems may also cause harms in more immediate ways. For instance, a badly designed interface with too bright, flashy content may trigger seizures in people with epilepsy, while exposure to certain individually traumatic content may negatively influence people with a post-traumatic stress disorder (imagine a person who has just lost their newborn child seeing a diaper ad.)

The second group we envision being impacted by this research are people presented in the results of IR systems. For instance, certain disadvantaged or minority groups, as well as individuals, might be misrepresented or depicted in a biased way in documents or images surfaced by search engines. The consequences of such misrepresentation might extend to the offline world, leading to encouragement and reinforcement of existing prejudices, or even to
violent physical targeting of people in the most extreme cases. Understanding and detection of such misrepresentation might help prevent these offline harms.

Last but not least, research in this space will impact those who contribute to the development of IR systems. Examples include content moderators or data annotators who have to manually sort through harmful content (Karunakaran and Ramakrishan, 2019; Dang et al., 2018). Understanding of what constitutes harmful content is the first necessary step to develop accurate automated methods to detect it. Furthermore, in addition to considering the emotional impacts of moderation work, we must treat demographics with particular care due to potential impacts findings could have on employment. If certain demographic groups are more impacted by moderation work, sharing that could lead to hiring discrimination against those groups – thus, attempting to reduce one form of harm could lead to another. Understanding who are the people least harmed and how to best portion and divide the potentially sensitive content among the system contributors could help limit the negative effects.

### 3 Parting Thoughts

The information retrieval community has the responsibility to care about the broader impact and implications of the systems that we research and the systems that we build in academia and industry. This responsibility is articulated, among other places, in the ACM Code of Ethics, which includes a responsibility to be proactive about identifying and preventing potential harms that may arise from our work, even when the intentions of that work are beneficial. Similar responsibility issues are also being addressed in related fields, with, for instance, the emergence of the community around the ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (see [https://fatconference.org/](https://fatconference.org/)), a venue with a cross-disciplinary focus that brings together a diversity of researchers and practitioners interested in fairness, accountability, and transparency in socio-technical systems.

However, there are specific issues in IR stemming from the characteristics of and the reliance on document collections, and the often imprecise nature of search and recommendation tasks. IR has a strong history of using test collections during evaluation, but the biases built into these collections and their surrounding evaluation protocols are not fully understood, particularly biases related to historical and ongoing societal inequities. For example, the people who construct topics and make relevance assessments arguably are not necessarily representative of the larger population. In some cases, they have not been representative of the type of users who are being modeled (e.g., having people who do not read blogs evaluate blogs). Evaluation measures are also designed to optimize certain performance criteria and not others, and either implicitly or explicitly have built-in user models. Systems are then tested and tuned within this evaluation framework, further reinforcing and reifying any existing biases (Allan et al., 2018). Safety and privacy issues are also prevalent within most IR applications, as they tend to record vast information about their users and are sometimes prone to manipulation for business or political purposes.

*Given the central role that IR technology plays in today’s society, it is critical to continue to build a community of researchers and practitioners to characterize and address FACTS-related issues. The agenda setting activities of this workshop were meant to do just that.*
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